The
Intelligent
Automation
Cloud
Automate Further

Automate further, faster,
with superior results
Real-time
Learning Bots

According to Gartner,

WorkFusion bots learn and
adapt in real time with no
need for third-party tools,
data scientists or coding
— which means better
reliability at lower cost.

Traditional RPA relies on
multiple external tools
which must be managed,
whereas our single
platform helps automate
a range of processes and
entire roles.

Low-code
AutoML
Low-code AutoML logic
makes machine learning
more accessible and
training automation bots
easier — without massive
burden of labeling data.

Unified
Platform
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Intelligence

Pre-emptive
Controls
AI framework for
risk control includes
differential privacy, to
cut risks of rogue bots or
data and model exposure.
In-process pre-emptive
controls optimize bot

Predictive
Analytics

Simplicity
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Real-time analytics
show how automation
has performed, how it
will perform, and how to
optimize — so users can
improve efficiency and
cost/capacity planning.

Workforce
Insights

Scale

Monitor entire processes,
teams and operations,
helping drive better
decisions from a single
dashboard.

performance.

Centralized
Governance

Plug-and-Play
Scalability

AI-era
Security

Existing operation protocols are brought
into automated processes, to eliminate
siloes of RPA and ensure maximum
control, compliance and auditability.

The platform runs on standard hardware
without additional programming — so
automation is portable, repeatable and
more cost-effective across functions,
business units and geographies.

Because it’s deployed as a single platform
behind an organization’s firewall, the data
risks associated with cloud and third-party
APIs are eliminated.

Unmatched time to value
1-DAY FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT
6 -WEEK BOT TRAINING
12-WEEK PRODUCTION
WorkFusion’s high-speed 1–6–12 go-live program lets companies
deploy intelligent automation rapidly: a one-day feasibility
assessment, six week bot training, and the solution in production
within 12 weeks or less. It's major leap in the speed at which Intelligent
Automation can be implemented.

What’s the bottom line?
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RAISE EMPLOYEE
PRODUCTIVITY BY

SPEED UP DOCUMENT
PROCESSING

%

“ WorkFusion’s tightly integrated AI, RPA
and BPM capabilities within its unified
platform enable it to build solutions
for a broad spectrum of automation
constructs.”
—ANIL VIJAYAN
PRACTICE DIRECTOR, EVEREST GROUP
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ACHIEVE COST
SAVINGS UP TO

REDUCE MANUAL
EFFORT BY
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“ WorkFusion has taken a unique
approach to helping automate well
beyond RPA, which provides the
simplicity and scalability necessary to
make critical business decisions based
on real-time data and analytics.”
—PRAVEEN BHADADA,
PARTNER AND PRACTICE HEAD, ZINNOV

workfusion.com/iac

About WorkFusion
WorkFusion’s AI-driven automation and RPA software offer intelligent automation
at scale for companies across the globe. Forward-thinking businesses and leading
enterprises across the business spectrum choose WorkFusion to reduce their
total costs, up-skill their workforces and gain a competitive edge. WorkFusion is
headquartered in New York City with operations throughout Europe and Asia.
workfusion.com/iac

learn@workfusion.com
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